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K. I. Yoshihara (1990, Comput. Math. Appl. 19, No. 1, 149158) proved the weak
invariance of the conditional nearest neighbor regression function estimator called
the conditional empirical process based on .-mixing observations. In this paper, we
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let [Zi=(Xi , Yi); i1] be a sequence of random variables with con-
tinuous d.f.’s (distribution functions) Hi (z), i1, z # R2, and we assume
that Hi (z) admits a strictly positive density hi (z), i1, and Hi has the two
marginals Fi and Gi where the respective densities are noted by fi and gi .
Suppose that there exists a random vector (X, Y) in R2 with finite expec-
tation E |Y| and which admits H as distribution function, the regression
function m(x)=E(Y | X=x), x # R of Y on X is a.s. in x uniquely defined
in view of the equation
m(X)=E(Y | X). (1.1)
Suppose also that Hi converges to the distribution function H which
admits a density h and H has the two marginals F and G where the respec-





YiK \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an + (1.2)
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of m(x0) where K is an appropriate kernel function, an is a sequence of
bandwidths such that
an  0 as n  , (1.3)
where F n is the empirical distribution function of X1 , ..., Xn .
Yoshihara (1988) under some conditions showed when the r.v.s. are .
mixing and stationary that for some _20
(nan)12 [m~ n(x0)&m(x0)]
converges to the normal law with mean 0 and variance _20 for almost all
x0 # R such that f (x0)>0.
Let
m( y | x)=P(Y y | X=x), (x, y) # R2 (1.4)
be the conditional distribution function and as an estimator of m( } | x) we
consider the conditional empirical process
mn( y | x0)=(nan)&1 :
n
i=1
I[Yi y] K \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an + , y # R, (1.5)
where F n is the empirical distribution function of X1 , X2 , ..., Xn .
The main result of this paper is to show that under some conditions
(nan)12 [mn(G&1( } ) | x0)&m(G&1( } ) | x0)]
converges weakly in Skorohod topology to B0 where B0 is a certain
Gaussian process (depending on x0). Stute (1986) showed this result when
the r.v.’s (random variables) are independent and identically distributed,
then Yoshihara (1990) generalized it for .-mixing and identically distri-
buted r.v.’s. The generalization for absolutely regular and nonstationary
r.v.’s give applications for the important case of Markov processes, for
which the initial measure is not necessary, the invariant measure. Examples
of models are given in Section 2.
For the particular case where Yi #Xi+1 , the conditional empirical
process mn( | ) has the expression
mn( y | x0)=(nan)&1 :
n
i=1
I[Xi+1 y] K \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an + . (1.6)




A # _(Zi , i j+m)
|P(A | _(Zi , 1i j))&P(A)|]
=;(m) a 0 as m  . (1.7)
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Here _(Zi , 1i j) and _(Zi , i j+m) are the _-fields generated by
(Z1 , ..., Zj) and (Z j+m , Zj+m+1 , ...), respectively. Also recall that [Z i]
satisfies the strong mixing condition if
max
j1
[sup [ |P(A & B)&P(A) P(B)|; A # _(Zi , 1i j), ]
B # _(Zi , i j+m)]=:(m) a 0 as m  
and [Zi] satisfies the .-mixing condition if
max
j1
[sup [ |P(A | B)&P(A)|; B # _(Zi , 1i j), A # _(Zi , i j+m)]]
=.(m) a 0 as m  .
Since :(m);(m).(m), it follows that if [Zi] is absolutely regular,
then it is also strong mixing and if [Zi] is .-mixing, it is also absolutely
regular.
2. CONVERGENCE OF THE CONDITIONAL
EMPIRICAL PROCESS








For any i # N, put








the empirical distribution function of (X1 , Y1), (X2 , Y2), ..., (Xn , Yn) and
V n(u, v)=n&1 :
n
i=1
I[F n(Xi)u, G n(Yi)v]
the empirical distribution of (F n(X1), G n(Y1)), ..., (F n(Xn), G n(Yn)). We
have
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Denote also M n(u)=n&1 ni=1 I[F n(Xi)<u] and M n(u)=E(M n(u)), then we
may write
mn( y | x0)=an | I(&, y](z) K \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + H n(dx, dz)
=a&1n | I[0, G n( y)](v) K \M n(F n(x0))&M n(u)an + V n(du, dv)
=m~ n(G n( y) | F n(x0)). (2.1)
Let us denote
m~ (v | u0)=m(G&1(v) | F&1(u0)). (2.2)




E( |Yi | 5+$)< for some $>0 (2.3)
and further we suppose also that
sup
|v&w|$
|m~ (v | u)&m~ (w | u)|=o((log $&1)&1) as $  0 (2.4)
uniformly in a neighborhood of u0 .
For each v, m~ (v | } ) (defined in (2.2)) is twice continuously differentiable





|m~ "(v | u)|<. (2.5)
K is a twice continuously differentiable kernel function on R such that
K(u)=0 for |u|1, | K(u) du=1 and | uK(u) du=0 (2.6)
and
na4n  , na
5
n  0. (2.7)
As usual, let D(0, 1) be the space of all right-continuous functions on
[0, 1] with left hand limits.
Consider a sequence [Zi] i1 of real random vectors which is a Markov
process with transition probability P(z; A) where z=(x, y) # R2 and A # B,
B is the Borel _-field of R2.
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Recall that the Markov process is geometrically ergodic if it is ergodic
and if there exists 0<\<1 such that
&Pn(z; } )&+( } )&=O(\n) for all a.s. z # R2, (2.8)
where + is the invariant measure and Pn the n-step transition probability.
We say that the process [Zi] i1 has & for the initial measure if the law
of probability of Z1 is defined by & and for any i>1, the law of probability
Pi of Zi is defined by &Pi&1. For any probability measure & and any trans-




Q(z; A) &(dz) for any A_B # B_B.
The Markov process is called strongly aperiodic if for any z # R, the trans-
ition probability P(z; } ) is equivalent to the Lebesgue measure. The
Markov process is called Harris recurrent if there exists a _-finite measure
& on R2 with &(R2)>0 such that &(A)>0 implies P(z; Zi # Ai.o.)=1 for all
z # R2.
Theorem 2.1. Let [Zi] i1 be a Markov process which is strongly
aperiodic, Harris recurrent and geometrically ergodic. Suppose that the
invariant measure + has a continuous density h and the transition probability
P has a continuous density p( } ; } ) and furthermore suppose that the condi-
tions (2.3)(2.5) are satisfied. Then for any initial measure, and for almost
all 0<u0<1, (nan)12 [mn(G&1(v) | F &1(u0))&m~ (v | u0)] converges in law
to a Gaussian process B0(u0) as n   with respect to the Skorohod topol-
ogy on D(0, 1) where B0 is centered, has continuous sample paths vanishing
at the lower boundary of [0, 1] and covariance
[m~ (v1 7 v2 | u0)&m~ (v1 | u0) m(v2 | u0)] | K2(u) du. (2.9)
Example 2.1. We consider an ARMA process
Xi=aXi&1+b=i+=i&1 , i # N*, (2.10)
where X0 admits a strictly positive density, [=i] is a sequence of i.i.d. real
valued random variables with strictly density such that E(=i)=0, and a and
b are real numbers such that |a|<1. Then the conditions of Theorem 2.1
are satisfied for the process defined in (2.10), because we have the parti-
cular case where Yi #Xi+1 . The law of the process on which observations
are taken is defined by the initial measure (i.e. the measure which defines
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the lax of X0) and the transition probability. We can estimate the condi-
tional distribution function by the conditional distribution process mn( | )
for any initial measure of X0 which admits a strictly positive density.
Theorem 2.2. Let [Zi] i1 be a Markov process which is aperiodic and
Doeblin recurrent. Suppose that the invariant measure + has a continuous
density function h and the transition probability P has a condition density
p( ; ) and furthermore the conditions (2.3)(2.5) are satisfied. Then for any
initial measure, the conditions of Theorem 2.1 also hold for the conditional
distribution process mn .
Example 2.2. We consider the process
Xi= f (Xi&1)+=i&1 , i # N*, (2.11)
where X0 admits a strictly positive density and [=i] i1 is a sequence of i.i.d.
real random variables with strictly positive density such that E(=i)=0 and
f is a bounded function. That is a particular case of Markov process satis-
fying the conditions of Theorem 2.2 where Yi #Xi+1 .
Now more generally, consider the model
Yi=(Xi)+ei , i1,
where Xi denotes a random variable of observed values,  is a continuous
known function such that (2.3) is satisfied, ei is a white noise of identically
absolutely regular random variables with a geometrical rate and strictly
positive density and Yi is a predictor variable. For any initial measure of
[(Xi , Yi)] i1 , the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 holds for the conditional
empirical process defined in (2.1) when the process [Xi] is a process of the
Example 2.1 or the Example 2.2; defined in (2.10) or (2.11).
In fact, the Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 will be deduced from the following
theorem proved under a broader framework.
We suppose that the sequence [Zi=(Xi , Yi), i1] is absolutely regular
with rates
;(m)=O(\m), 0<\<1. (2.12)
We say that a sequence of d.f.’s [Hl*] on R4 admits F l* , Gl* and H as

















Hl*(x, y, u, v)=H(u, v)
and the marginals of H are F and G. Put Hi, j , the distribution function
of (Zi , Zj).
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that the sequence [Zi] is absolutely regular with
rates (2.12) and satisfying (2.3). Furthermore, assume that for any l>1,
there exists a continuous d.f. Hl* on R4 admitting a density hl* with
marginals F l* , Gl* and H on R2 and F and G on R such that the density of
H is bounded in a neighborhood of F&1(u0)_R and
&Hi, j&H*j&i &=O(\ i0), 1i< jn, n1, 0<\0<1 (2.13)
for which there exists a sequence [Z i=(X i , Y i)] of stationary random
variables such that [Z i] is absolutely regular with rates (2.12) and (Z i , Z j)
has H*j&i as d.f. (i< j+1). Suppose also that the conditions (2.3)(2.5) are
satisfied. Then for almost all 0<u0<1, the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 hold
for the conditional distribution process mn .
Remark 2.1. In Yoshihara (1988), the condition (2.7) was replaced by
the weaker condition na3n   and na
5
n  0, but we have to strengthen his
condition to obtain the generalization to the absolutely regular and non-
stationary case (see the Proof of Lemma 4.3). We denote
_20=Var(Y | X=x0) | K 2(u) du, (2.14)
where (X, Y) is a random vector which admits H as a distribution function.
The Proof of Theorem 2.1 needs the following propositions.
Proposition 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, then (nan)12
[m~ n(x0)&m(x0)] converges to the normal law with mean 0 and variance _20
for almost all x0 # R such that f (x0)>0.
Proposition 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, for almost all
0<u0<1,
(nan)12 [m~ n(v | u0)&m~ (v | u0)]
converges in law to the Gaussian process B0(u0) as n   with respect to the
Skorohod topology where m~ n is defined in (2.1).
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3. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2.1, 2.2, AND 2.3
3.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1
From Theorem 2.3, we have only to prove (2.12) and (2.13). First,




| Pn(dz) &Pm(z; } )&Pm+n( } )&
sup
n
| Pn(dz) &Pm(z; } )&+( } )&+&Pm+n( } )&+( } )&.
As the process is geometrically ergodic, we can find 0<\<1 such that
&Pm(z; } )&+( } )&=O(\m) for all a.s. z # R2. (3.1)
From Theorem 2.1 of Nummelin and Tuominen (1982), we deduce
;(m)=O(\m) (3.2)
which is (2.12).
Now, we prove (2.13). We have from (3.1)
&PmPn&Pm+&
=2 sup
A_B # B_B } |B Pm(z; A) Pn(dz)&|B Pm(z; A) +(dz) }
2 sup
A_B # B_B




Thus the conclusions of Theorem 2.1 holds.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2
From Theorem (4.1) of Davydov (1973) the process [Xi] is geometri-
cally . mixing which implies geometrically absolute regularity. The proof
is now similar to Theorem 2.1.
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3.3. Proof of Theorem 2.3
By definition, we have
mn(G&1(v) | F&1(u0))&m~ (v | u0)
=m~ n(G n b G&1(v) | F n b F&1(u0))&m~ (v | u0)
=m~ n(G n b G&1(v) | F n b F&1(u0))&m~ n(G n b G&1(v) | u0)
+m~ n(G n b G&1(v) | u0)&m~ (v | u0).
By Proposition 2.2, we know that (nan)12 [m~ n(v | u0)&m~ (v | u0)] converges
in law to B0(u0). We deduce from Theorem 5.5 of Billingsley (1968) that
(nan)12 [m~ n(G n b G&1(v) | u0)&m~ (v | u0)]
converges also in law to B0(u0).
We can write
m~ n(G n b G&1(v) | F n b F&1(u0))&m~ (G n b G&1(v) | u0)
=a&1n | I[O, G n b G&1(v)](w)
_{K \M n(F n b F
&1(u0))&M n(F n b F&1(u))
an +
&K \M n(u0)&M n(u)an += G n(du, dw)=In .
From (2.13) and using the fact that K is twice continuously differentiable,
we deduce that In=op(1).
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1
From now on, the letter C, with or without subscript, will denote some
positive quantity.
Writing K(F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an) as
K[(F n(x0)&F n(X i)+F n(x0)&F n(Xi)&F n(x0)+F n(X i))an]
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Yi[F n(x0)&F n(Xi)&F n(x0)+F n(Xi)] K"(2i)
=I1+I2+I3 , (4.1)
where 2i is some random number between a&1n [F n(x0)&F n(Xi)] and
a&1n [F n(x0)&F n(Xi)].
We need the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3,
(nan)12 I3 w
p 0 as n  . (4.2)
Proof. Since K vanishes outside (&1, 1), the above expansion of mn(x0)
holds true with integration restricted to those x for which |F n(x0)&F n(x)|
<an . Let bn=(na3n)
13. Then, by Lemmas 6.7 and 6.8
P[ sup
x: |F n (x0)&F n (x)|C1an
(na&1n )
12 |F n(x0)&F n(x)
&F n(x0)+F n(x)|bn]
=P[ sup
x: |F n (x0)&F n (x)| C1an





where C is some constant >0.
On the other hand, as [Yi] is strong mixing with rates (2.12) and condi-
tion (2.3) is satisfied, we obtain






where C2 is some constant >0.
From the Markov inequality, we deduce that for any =>0








which implies that n&1 ni=1 Yi&E(n
&1 ni=1 Yi) w
p 0 and we have






Thus, for an arbitrary number =>0, and any positive number ’, we can







From (4.3) and the fact that K" is bounded, upon observing that na3n  
we can find an integer n sufficiently large such that on the set Bn(’) for
any $>0
(nan)12 I3<$. (4.7)
As $ is arbitrary, (4.2) follows.
Denote mi (x)=E(Yi | Xi=x) and m n(x)=n&1 ni=1 m i (x), x # R.
Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, (nan)12 I2 is asymptoti-
cally equivalent to








E \K \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an +++= . (4.8)





&W n(Xi)) K$ \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an + ,





(I[Xix]&F i (x)), x # R. (4.9)
Proceeding as in Lemma 4.2 of Yoshihara (1988), we prove that
Zn w
p 0 as n  .
Now consider the function
kn(x, y)=m n(x) K$ \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + (I[ yx0]&I[ yx])
and the random variable
Tn=| kn(x, y) W n(dx) W n(dy).
Then, using the method of the Proof of Lemma 2.2 in Harel and Puri
(1989) and using (2.12), we obtain
E(T 2n)=O(1) as n  
which implies
a&32 | kn(x, y) W n(dy)[F n(dx)&F n(dx)] wp 0
since na3n  .
Thus, we obtain that (nan)12 I2 is asymptotically equivalent to
a&32n | m n(x)(W n(x0)&W n(x)) K$ \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + F n(dx).
Now we prove that
I4 =a&32n | |m n(x)&m n(x0)| |W n(x0)&W n(x)|
_}K$ \F n(x0)&F n(x)an +} F n(dx) w
p 0 (4.10)
for a.s. x0 # R.
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From F &1n (F n(x0))=x0 for a.s. x0 # R and any n # N*, we obtain
lim
n   |
1
&1
|m n(F &1n (s)&uan)&m n(F
&1
n (s))| |K$(u)| du=0




|m n(F &1n (u))&m n(x0)| }K$ \F n(x0)&uan +} du+
&16
.
Then, by Lemma 6.8, we have that for any =>0,




|m n(F &1n (u))&m n(x0)| }K$ \F n(x0)&uan +} du>=+
P( sup
|F n(x0)&u| an
|W n(F(x0))&W n(u)|en(x0) a12n )
Ce&4n (x0)=o(1).
Hence (4.10) is proved and it follows that (nan)12 I2 is asymptotically
equivalent to
a&32n m(x0) | [W n(x0)&W n(x)] K$ \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + F n(dx)
=&a&32n m(x0) | [W n(x)] K$ \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + F n(dx)
=&a&12n m(x0) | K \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + W n(dx)
which leads to (4.8).








E {(Yi&mi (x0)) K \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an += (4.11)
has asymptotically (as n  ) the normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance _20 (denoted as N(0, _
2
0)).
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Proof. Let
B ni =a&12n (Y i&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(X i)an +
&a&12n E {(Y i&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(X i)an += , i=1, ..., n,
B*ni=a&12n (Yi&m i (x0)) K \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an +
&a&12n E {(Yi&mi (x0)) K \F n(x0)&F n(Xi)an += , i=1, ..., n,
and
Bni =a&12n (Yi&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(Xi)an +
















which along with (2.3) implies that
E |B*ni&Bni |=O(a&32n n
&1)
or















Bni converges in law to N(0, _20).
Let us now denote
.(x, y)=( y&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(x)an +
&| (z&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(u)an + H(du, dz).
For any M>0, denote also by
BMni =a
&12
n (Yi I[|Yi |M]&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(Xi)an +




.M(x, y)=(I[ | y|M] y&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(x)an +
&| (I[ |z|M]z&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(u)an + H(du, dz)
. M(x, y)=.(x, y)&.M(x, y)
DM, l, pn (i)=2a
&1
n | .l(x, y) .p(u, z) H i*(dx, dy, du, dz),
0l, p1, i1
DM, l, pn (0)=| .l(x, y) .p(x, y) H(dx, dy), 0l, p1,
where .0(x, y)=.M(x, y), .1(x, y)=. M(x, y)
Dn(i)= :
0l, p1
DM, l, pn (i), i0.






















(n&i) DM, l, pn (i)}.

























(n&i) DM, 0, 0n (i)}



















































(n&i) DM, 1, 0n (i)}







(n&i) DM, 1, 0n (i)}



















If we take k=a&1n and noting that M=a
&1








































(n&i) DM, 1, 1n (i)}=O(a2$&2n ). (4.19)
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which implies that
lim




















where _20 is defined by (2.14).
We have
E(B ni)2=a&1n | | y&m(x0)|2 K 2 \F(x0)&F(x)an + H(dx, dy)
&a&1n {| ( y&m(x0)) K \F(x0)&F(x)an + H(dx, dy)=
2









(F&1(F(x0)&anu) K 2(u) du)
&an {| .(F &1(F(x0)&an u) K(u) du)=
2
, (4.22)
where (x)=E[ |X2&m(x0)|2 | X1=x] and .(x)=E[X2&m(x0) | X1=x].






E(B ni)2=_20 . (4.23)






















E(B niB nj). (4.24)
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Then, we have
E(B niB nj)=a&1n | .(x, y) g(u, z) H*j&i (dx, dy, du, dz)
Ca&1n {| .*i, j (x, u) K \F(x0)&F(x)an +
_K \F(x0)&F(u)an + F*j&i (dx, du)=
=Can {| .*i, j (F&1(F(x0)&anv), F&1(F(x0)&anw))
_
f *j&i (F &1(F(x0)&an v), F&1(F(x0))&anw)




This follows from (2.3) and the fact that f is continuous in a neighborhood
of x0 with f (x0)>0, where
.*i, j (x, u)=E[(Y j&m(x0))(Y i&m(x0)) | X i=x, X j=u]
and f *j&i is the density of F*j&i .
For any $0,
E |B ni |2+$Ca&(2+$)2n | | y&m(x0)|2+$ }K \F(x0)&F(x)an +}
2+$
_H(dx, dy)






h*(F&1(F(x0)&an u)) |K(u)|2+$ du
Ca&$2n , (4.26)
where h*(x)=E[ |Y 1&m(x0)|2+$ | X 1=x].
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From (4.25) and (4.26), it follows that
E \n&1 :
1i{ jn






If we take k=[a&12n ], we get (4.21) from (2.12) and (4.23).
By using (4.26) and Lemma 6.9 which generalizes Lemma 3.4 of Yoshihara
(1988) from the . mixing case to the strong mixing case, we obtain the follow-









E |Bni | 2+$, mn. (4.28)
Now we can proceed as in Yoshihara (1988) (Proof of Theorem 2). Let
p=[n23], q=[n13] and k=[n( p+q)]. Put
’j = :
( j&1)( p+q)+ p
i=( j&1)( p+1)+1
Bni , j=1, ..., k.
%j = :
( j&1)( p+q)+ p
i=( j&1)( p+q)+ p+1






















To prove Lemma 4.3, it remains now to show that n&12 kj=1 ’j converges
in law to N(0, _20) random variable.
From Lemma 6.1 we obtain












[E[exp(itn&12’j)]] converges to e&(t
22) _20. (4.29)











E(’j)2+o( |t|2+$ n&16(2+$)a&$2n ).






we get (4.29). The proof follows.





| yK \F n(x0)&F n(x)an + F i, i+1(dx, dy)=&m(x0)&
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l(x, y)=yK \F(x0)&F(x)an + ,
l(M)(x, y)=I[ | y|M] yK \F(x0)&F(x)an + ,
and










(M)(x, y) Hi (dx, dy)&| l (M)(x, y) H(dx, dy)+& .




From Stute (1984, Corollary, p. 919), it follows that
H (3)n  0 as n  . (4.34)
Equations (4.32)(4.34) yield (4.30). The Proof of the Proposition 2.1
now follows from Lemmas 4.1 to 4.4.
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2
Put
;n(v)=;n(v | u0)=(nan)12 [m~ n(v | u0)&m~ (v | u0)]. (5.1)
We shall prove Proposition 2.2 by showing the following facts
(i) the finite-dimensional distributions of ;n converge to those of B0
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(ii) [;n : n1] is uniformly C-tight, i.e., for each =>0 and every




The assertion (i) easily follows from Proposition 2.1 and the Crame r-Wold
device.
It remains to show (ii). Put
Kn(u)=K \M n(u0)&M n(u)an +
V(u, v)=H(F&1(u), G&1(v))
and
m~ n*(w | u0)=a&1n | I[0, w](v) Kn(u) G(du, dv).
Write
;n(v | u0)=(nan)12 [m~ n(v | u0)&m~ n*(v | u0)]
+(nan)12 [m~ n*(v | u0)&m~ (v | u0)]
=;n1(v | u0)+;n2(v | u0). (5.3)
We show that both [;n1] and [;n2] are uniformly C-tight.
First, we note that upon integrating by parts, we have
m~ n(v | u0)&m~ n*(v | u0)=a&1n [V n(1, v)&V(1, v)] K \M n(u0)&1an +
&a&1n | [V n(u, v)&V(u, v)] Kn(du). (5.4)
Since by Lemma 6.6 in the Appendix M n(u0)  u0 (0<u0<1) with prob-
ability one, an  0 and K has finite support, the first summand is zero with
probability one for all nn0 , say, not depending on v. Similarly, for nn1
| [V n(u, v)&V(u, v)] Kn(du)
=| [V n(u, v)&V n(u, v)&V n(u0 , v)+V n(u0 , v)] Kn(du)
+| [V n(u, v)&V(u, v)&V n(u0 , v)+V(u0 , v)] Kn(du). (5.5)
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Since by assumption K=0 outside (&1, 1), the last integral remains
unchanged when restricting the domain of integration to those u’s for
which
|M n(u)&M n(u0)|an .
Let 0<=<1 be given arbitrarily. Then by Lemma 6.7, we have, up to an
event of probability less than or equal to =, that
|u0&u|c1an ,
whenever |M n(u0)&M (u)|an . Hence from (2.13) and the boundaries of




|;n1(v1 | u0)&;n1(v2 | u0)|a&12n &K& wn*($)+op(1), (5.6)
where &K& denotes the total variation of K and wn* is defined in Lemma 6.5.
Consequently, the uniform C-tightness of [;n1 , n1] follows from
(6.11)(b) of Lemma 6.5 and (5.6).
As to ;2n , using Taylor’s expansion, we write
m~ n*(w | u0)=a&1n | I[0, w](v) K \u0&uan + V(du, dv)
+a&2n | I[0, w](v)[M n(u0)&M n(u)&u0+u]




a&3n | I[0, w](v)[M n(u0)&M n(u)&u0+u]
_K"(2) V(du, dv)
=a&1n m~ (w | u0)+I2(w, n)+I3(w, n), (5.7)
where 2 is some constant between a&1n [M n(u0)&M n(u)] and a
&1
n [u0&u].
By Lemma 4.1, we get
(nan)12 I3(w, n) w
p 0. (5.8)
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Hence, to prove the assertion (ii) it remains to show that
[(nan)12 I2(, n) n1] is uniformly C-tight. We have
(nan)12 I2(w, n)
=a&32n | m~ (w | u)[Un(u0)&Un(u)] K$ \u0&uan + du
=a&32n | [m~ (w | u)&m~ (w | u0)][Un(u0)&Un(u)] K$ \u0&uan + du
+a&32n m~ (w | u0) | [Un(u0)&Un(u)] K$ \u0&uan + du, (5.9)
where Un(u)=n12M n(u).
It follows from (4.10) that the first summand converges to zero in
probability uniformly in y whenever m~ ( } | u) is equicontinuous in a
neighborhood of u0 .
Finally for large n
a&32n m~ (w | u0) | [Un(u0)&Un(u)] K$ \u0&uan + du
=&a&12n m~ (w | u0) | K$ \u0&uan + dUn(u)




K \u0&F n(x i)an +&E \K \
u0&F n(Xi)
an ++= . (5.10)




K \u0&F n(Xi)an +&E \K \
u0&F n(Xi)
an ++=
converges in law to the normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance
u0 | K2(u) du
and so is stochastically bounded. Now C-tightness of ;n2 follows from this
fact and uniform continuity of m~ ( } |u0).
Proposition 2.2 is proved.
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6. APPENDIX
Let [Xni , 1in, n1] be a nonstationary sequence of r.v.’s. Let p1
and 1i1<i2< } } } <ipn be arbitrary integers. For any j(1 jp&1),
P i1, ..., ipj, n is the probability measure defined by
P i1, ..., ipj, n (A
( j)_B( p& j))
=P[(Xni1 , ..., Xnij) # A
( j)]_P[(Xnij+1 , ..., Xnip) # B
( p& j)]
and P i1, ..., ipo, n is the probability measure defined by
P i1, ..., ipo, n (A
( p))=P[Xni1 , ..., xnip # A
( p)]
for any A( j) # _(Xni1 , ..., Xnij) (1 jp) and any B
( p& j) # _(Xnij+1 , ..., Xnip)
(1 jp&1).
We state the following two lemmas, the proof of the first one follows
essentially by proceeding as in Lemma 1 of Yoshihara (1976) and the
second lemma is from Doukhan and Portal (1987, Proposition 2.8).
Lemma 6.1. For every p1 and (i1 , ..., ip) such that i1<i2< } } } <ip and
any j (0 jp&1), let h(x1 , ..., xp) be a Borel function such that
|
R p
|h(x1 , ..., xp)|1+$ dP (i1, ..., ip)j, n M
for some $>0. Then
} |R p h(x1 , ..., xp) dP (i1, ..., ip)o, n &|R p h(x1 , ..., xp) dP (i1, ..., ip)j, n }
4M1(2+$);$(1+$)(ij+1&ij). (6.1)
As a special case, if h(x1 , ..., xp) is bounded, say, |h(x1 , ..., xp)|M, then we
can replace the right side of (6.1) by 2M;(ij+1&ij).
Lemma 6.2. Let [Xni] be strong mixing. Let Z1 be _(Xni , 1i j)-
measurable (1 jn) and Z2 be _(Xni , i j+m)-measurable. If E( |Z1| p)
<, E( |Z2 |q)< and r&1+ p&1+q&1=1(r, p, q>0) then
|E(Z1Z2)&E(Z1) E(Z2)|12(:(m))1r [E |Z1| p]1p [E |Z2 |q]1q. (6.2)
Let Wn=n12(V n&V n). For a rectangle I, put
Wn(I )=n12(+~ n(I )&+n(I )),
where +~ n and +n are the probability measures pertaining to V n and V n .
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Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, we have
Lemma 6.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, let B=[a1 , b1]_
[a2 , b2] and B$=[c1 , d1]_[c2 , d2] be two rectangles included in [0, 1]2






I[c1F n(Xi)d1] I[c2G n(Yn)d2]
&(Hi (F &1n (d1), G
&1















































&(Hi (F &1n (d1), G
&1

















I[c1F n(Xi)d1] I[c2G n(Yi)d2]















From (6.4) and (6.5), we deduce (6.3).
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Lemma 6.4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 we have




for any rectangle I of [0, 1]2 and $>0.
Proof. We will prove it for only q=2, the proof for q>2 is similar and
is therefore omitted. Denote
Ani =I[u1F n(Xi)u2] } I[v1G n(Yi)v2]







&H i (F &1n (u1), G
&1










1i, j, k, ln






























































































i2(;(i))$(2+$)+ n&1(+n([u1 , u2]_[v1 , v2]))2(2+$)
Cn&1(+n(I ))2(2+$). (6.8)
Similarly
K (2)n C(+n(I ))
2(2+$). (6.9)











































C((+n(I ))4(2+$)+n&1(+n(I ))2(2+$)). (6.10)
From (6.7) through (6.10), we obtain (6.6) and Lemma 6.4 is proved.
For any ’>0, and any n # N, let c0>0 be given, put
|n(’)=sup [ |Wn(u, v)&Wn(u$, v$)| , |v&v$|<&,
|u&F(x0)|<c0 an , |u$&F(x0)|<c0 an].
and
wn*(’)=sup [ |Wn(u, v)&Wn(u, v$)&Wn(u$, v)+Wn(u$, v$)|,
|v&v$|<’, |u&F(x0)|<c0an , |u$&F(x0)|<c0an].
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\!>0, \=>0, _’>0, !n0 # N, such that \nn0
P(wn*(’)=)!(an) (2&$)(2+$). (6.11b)
Proof. Let n be fixed. We consider a subdivision of [0, 1]2, (ui , vj) #
[0, 1]2, 1in, 1 jn such that
u0 =0<u1< } } } <un=1
v0=0<v1< } } } <vn=1
ui&ui&1=n&1, i=1, ..., n
vj&vj&1=n&1, j=1, ..., n




v$l # [v0 , v1 , ..., vn].
We define (a, b) # [0, 1]2 by
(a, b) # [u0 , u1 , ..., un]
F(x0)&a<c0an , F(x0)&a&n&1c0 an
b&F(x0)<c0an , b+n&1&F(x0)c0 an .
For any l # [1, ..., k] and any i # [0, ..., n] we define a sequence of r.v.’s
Z(l)(i, j)=Wn(ui , v$l&1+ jn&1)&Wn(ui , v$l&1),
0in, 1 jp,
where v$l&1+ pn&1=v$l .
For any j # |[0, ..., n] we define another sequence of r.v.’s




From Lemma 6.4 for q=4, we deduce
E(Z(l)(i, j)&Z(l)(i $, j $))8
(+n[i $n&1, in&1]_[0, j])8(2+$)
((i&i $) n&1)4(2+$), where 0i $in, 1lk (6.12)
and
E(Z(0)(i, j)&Z(0)(i, j $))8+n([0, i]_[ j $n&1, jn&1])8(2+$)
(( j& j $) n&1)4(2+$).
Then by Theorem 12.2 of Billingsley (1968), we have \=>0, \l # [1, ..., k],










Define now for any l # [1, ..., k]
Z
*
(l)(i, j)=Wn(a+(i&1) n&1, v$l&1+ jn&1)&Wn(a&n&1, v$l&1+ jn&1)
&Wn(a+(i&1) n&1, v$l&1)+Wn(a&n&1, v$l&1).









(l)(i $, j $))
(+n([i $n&1, in&1]_[ j $n&1, jn&1]))8(2+$)
((i&i $) n&1( j& j $))4(2+$),
where 0i $<im, 0 j $< jp. (6.15)






(l)(i, j)|>=]C(c0an ’)4(2+$). (6.16)
For any (ui , vj) and any (ui $ , vj $) such that |v j&v j $ |<’ and ui , ui $ #
[a, a+n&1, ..., b&n&1, b]; Suppose ui<u i $ and v$l&1v j $<v jv$l
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Wn(ui , v j)&Wn(u$i , v$j)
=Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(a, vj)
&Wn(u i , v$l&1)+Wn(a, v$l&1)&Wn(ui $ , vj $)+Wn(a, vj $)
+Wn(u i $ , v$l&1)&Wn(a, v$l&1)+Wn(a, vj)+Wn(ui , v$l&1)
&Wn(a, v j $)&Wn(ui $ , v$l&1). (6.17)
If v$l&1<vj $<v$lvj , we write
Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(ui $ , vj $)
=Wn(ui , v$l)+Wn(ui , vj)+Wn(ui , v$l)
&Wn(ui , v$l&1)+Wn(u i , vj)&Wn(ui $ , vj $). (6.18)























where ia=a and vjl=v$l&1 .





|Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(ui $ , vj $)|>=]
C {k(c0 an’)4(2+$)+3k \’2+
4(2+$)
+k(2c0 an)4(2+$)=




















|Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(ui $ , vj $)|=]<*. (6.21)
Let (u, v) and (u$, v$) # [0, 1] be such that |v&v$|<’ and |F(x0)&u|<
c0an , |F(x0)&u$|<c0 an . There exist (i, i $) # [1, 2, ..., n]2 and ( j, j $) #
[1, 2, ..., n]2 such that
ui&1uui , u i $&1u$ui $ , vj&1vvj , vj $&1v$vj $ .
We have
|Wn(u, v)&Wn(u$, v$)|
|Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(u i $ , vj $)|+|Wn(u i , vj)&Wn(ui , v)|
+|Wn(ui , v)&Wn(u, v)|+|Wn(u i $ , v j $&Wn(ui $ , v$))|
+|Wn(ui $ , v)&Wn(u$, v$)|.
By using Lemma 6.3, we get
|Wn(u, v)&Wn(u$, v$)|
|Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(ui $ , vj $)|+|Wn(ui , vj)&Wn(ui , vj&1)|
+|Wn(u i , vj)&Wn(ui&1 , vj)|+|Wn(ui $ , vj $)&Wn(ui $ , vj $&1)|
+|Wn(u i $ , vj $)&Wn(ui $&1 , vj $)|+4n&12 (6.22)





|Wn(u, v)&Wn(u$, v$)|=]<* (6.23)
and (6.11a) is proved.
The proof of (6.11b) is similar.
Lemma 6.6. We have
P[ lim
n  
M n(x0)=x0]=1, 0<x0<1. (6.24)
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Proof. From Lemma 6.4 we easily deduce that
E(M n(x0)&x0)4C(n&3(x0)2(2+$)+n&2(x0)4(2+$))
C(n&3+n&2). (6.25)
By the Markov inequality
P[|M n(x0)&x0 |>=]Cn&2=&4 (6.26)
and so by the BorelCantelli lemma
P[ |M n(x0)&x0 |= i.o.]=0 (6.27)
for each positive =, which implies (6.24). So we have the lemma.
Lemma 6.7. Let =>0 be arbitrarily. Then there is a constant C, such
that, up to an even of probability less than or equal to =, we have
|t&s|Can (6.28)
whenever
|M n(t)&M n(s)|an . (6.29)
Proof. From Theorems 6.1 and 14.3 of Billingsley (1968) and the fact
that the sequence of probability measures Pn defined by Wn is tight, we
deduce that there exists some finite number M such for all n sufficiently
large,
P(An(M))1&=,
where An(M)=[sup0t1 |n&1M n(t)|Mn&12].
From (6.29), on the set An(M) we have
|t&s| |t&M n(t)|+|M n(t)&M n(s)|+|M n(s)&s|
= |n&1M n(t)|+|M n(t)&M n(s)|+|n&1M n(s)|
an+2Mn&12Can
and the proof is completed.
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Lemma 6.8. If the sequence [Xni] is strong mixing with rates (2.12),





where Mn*=n12(M n&M n).
Proof. From Lemma 6.4, if t&s=n&1, then E|Mn*(t)&M n*(s)|4
C=&1(t&s)4(2+$) for all n. Hence following the method of the proof of





Now putting mp=C1an , we have (6.30) from (6.31).
The following lemma is Theorem 1 of Yokoyama (1980).
Lemma 6.9. Let [Yj] be a strong mixing sequence with E(Yj)=0, j1,
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